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Mission
The Institute of Continuing Education’s (ICE) mission is to support the University of Cambridge’s promise to prioritise 
and enable learning throughout life and to promote the widest possible access for learners to the University. ICE 
designs, delivers and curates a portfolio of research-informed, world-leading, short courses and award-bearing 
undergraduate and postgraduate qualifications in a broad range of disciplines. This is achieved by leveraging the 
expertise held within ICE, the collegiate University and its wider networks. ICE acts as an accessible gateway to the 
University for learners seeking to engage with higher education for the first time or return after an extended break, 
delivers cutting-edge work-relevant courses for early- and mid-career professionals and career changers, and 
provides opportunities to learn throughout life. ICE delivers its mission through affordable course provision; flexible 
modes of course delivery; inclusive and supportive education and a commitment to peer learning.
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Director’s Report
Globally, the concept of the ‘60 Year Curriculum’ (60YC) is beginning to 
take hold. It suggests that universities must radically reshape their 
approach to respond to rapid changes in skills needs in mid-life, caused 
by disruptive technologies, longer working lives that may encompass 
several different careers and extended retirements as life expectancies 
increase. ICE’s current strategy aims to address the main drivers 
underpinning 60YC and thereby engage meaningfully with current and 
future student cohorts. 
 
In 2018-19, ICE’s community of learning spanned a demographic that 
now includes 17-18-year-old students on the highly promising 
inaugural delivery of the Pre-University Summer Programme through to 
our long-established Weekend Residential Programme primarily for 
students aged 55 and older. In between, approaching three-quarters of 
students studying for ICE-delivered postgraduate professional studies 
courses are aged 25-44. In all cases, females outnumber males across 
every type of award-bearing and non-award bearing programme. In the 
case of every student, it was our privilege to support, celebrate and 
recognise their commitment to learning throughout life. 
 
In any strategy educational quality must be prioritised. In June 2019, our 
major periodic Learning and Teaching Review (the last having taken 
place in 2012) recognised the high quality of ICE’s taught course 
portfolio and the broader student experience, whilst also proposing 
helpful recommendations for further improvements. Student Barometer 
results were again strong. ICE’s annual survey of award-bearing students 
found that 90% of students were satisfied by the course provision, 
which is 2% lower than the previous year. We will monitor this trend 
carefully, but suggest it may be as a result of a far lower level of surveys 
returned than in previous years. 
 
Year-on-year enrolments increased by 10% from 4,347 to 4,795; this also 
represents a 19% increase over the past two-years. Tuition fee income 
increased by 15% from £4.64m to £5.34m having grown by over £1m 
(24%) over two-years. However, against ambitious growth plans, overall 
target enrolments were missed by 12% and target tuition fee income by 

8%. Whilst award-bearing and summer programmes met targets, 
lifelong learning, online (despite good growth) and professional studies 
short courses did not achieve their targets. 
 
ICE’s enrolment growth can be attributed partly to the planned 
increased investment in marketing. The marketing team increased from 
2.0FTE to 3.8FTE from January onwards. Their innovations over the past 
six-months have begun to show dividends. For example, we have 
introduced new student-centred marketing campaigns across 
traditional and digital marketing channels and via our newly termly 
promotional magazine ‘Inside ICE’. In addition, a new TargetX-Salesforce 
CRM system was procured. Similarly, the ongoing significant strategic 
investment in IT systems is beginning to deliver efficiency returns. 
 
In a first for Cambridge, April 2019 saw the first intake of postgraduate 
Apprentices. In partnership with the Institute of Criminology, 60 mid-
career police officers commenced a new Senior Leadership Master of 
Studies course. ICE’s pivotal role in Cambridge’s Levy-funded provision 
of apprenticeships is set to grow in future years through continued 
partnership working with University departments. 
 
It should also be noted that 2018-19 saw the close of the Queen’s 
Young Leaders Programme (QYLP). QYLP, delivered by ICE, funded by 
The Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Trust and Comic Relief, supported 240 
inspirational people aged 18-30 from 53 Commonwealth nations 
between 2014 and 2019 to develop impactful social and civic projects. 
 
To progress our ambition to widen our participation in continuing 
education, the last year saw a significant effort to increase the number 
of bursary partnerships with organisations capable of reaching into 
disadvantaged and underrepresented communities. New partnerships 
with WEA (Eastern Region), Cambridge United Community Trust and 
New Horizons were formed, paid for by ICE’s James Stuart Endowment 
Fund. Eligible bursary funded students will join ICE courses in 2019-20 
as we progress towards our aim for 5% of ICE students to be in receipt 
of a needs-dependent bursary. Moreover, ICE’s tuition fee concessions 

In the 2018-19 academic year, the University of 
Cambridge Institute of Continuing Education (ICE) 
continued its transformation, in line with the direction of 
its stated strategy, to meet the evolving learning needs of 
adults at all stages of life and drawn from all backgrounds, 
and to respond to the numerous opportunities emerging 
across the life-wide learning sector.
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programme (now a 20% fee discount) for current University employees 
and University alumni was extended to all courses (excluding Master of 
Studies [MSts]). 
 
Since an organisational restructure in June 2018, ICE has continued to grow 
to around 124FTE and reshape its workforce. In terms of senior 
appointments, Louisa Trivett (Head of Business Development), Garry Bishop 
(Assistant Director [Student Experience], Academic Centres Division) and 
Christine Kinally (Head of Marketing) joined ICE between November 2018 
and January 2019. Dr Tom Monie was promoted to Assistant Director 
(Academic) in the Academic Centres Division. Across the Institute it was 
very rewarding to see more than a dozen colleagues progress their careers 
through internal promotions and for our workforce to become more 
diverse. It is crucial that ICE becomes a place where talented employees 
can advance their careers and it is also very pleasing to see that a number 
of University employees have elected to further their careers at ICE when in 
the past continuing education was perhaps seen to be a less fashionable 
destination. The global renaissance in extension education is attracting a 
new generation of talented and dedicated colleagues to our sector. 
 
In March, ICE participated in the University-wide staff survey. Whilst the 
survey showed significant improvement from the previous 2012 exercise, 
the results clearly indicated that ICE is an organisation which has 
undergone significant changes since January 2018. A representative staff 
survey response group will undertake work in the next academic year and 
will commit to ensuring ICE is a progressive and contemporary workplace 
for all colleagues. 
 
In a continued push to ensure that our workforce is structured to meet 
student need and to underpin our drive for financial sustainability, a 
second Voluntary Severance Framework was launched in July. This has 
resulted in five colleagues (4.4FTE) electing to leave ICE during the 
forthcoming 2019-20 academic year. 
 
I am grateful to all colleagues for their continued support during this 
ongoing period of change. The commitment of our professional services 

and academic staff, and almost 500 Panel Tutors results in an outstanding 
experience for students, delegates and guests. We are also indebted to 
Faculties and Departments across the six University Schools which directly 
support and actively promote ICE’s work. 
 
The quality of Madingley Hall’s teaching and residential accommodation 
remains high, and it is central to our residential modes of taught delivery. 
However, the Hall faced difficult trading conditions in 2018-19. Increased 
competition and the continued disruption caused by the A14 road works 
meant that external conference income fell (by 1%) to £703,000. The Hall 
returned a loss of £309,000 which was an improvement on the loss of 
£431,000 in 2017-18. An energetic business development exercise is 
planned for 2019-20, with the stated ambition of the Hall retuning to a 
breakeven position by 2021-22. 
 
Overall, in terms of financial performance, turnover rose by 10% year-on-
year to £9.55m. However, a loss of £1.23m was recorded although this 
figure was a 20% improvement on the £1.59m loss made last year. As set 
out above, slower growth around short courses and the Hall’s performance 
were the main causal factors, alongside sustained investment in new 
course creation, systems and marketing. Nonetheless, the loss was over 
£100,000 better than the key performance indicator set by the University. 
 
We remain committed to achieving an overall breakeven position during 
the strategic period. This will depend on a range of factors including a 
redoubled effort to place adult students at the heart of everything we do. 
The strategic focus will remain on developing our postgraduate 
professional studies course portfolio (including Apprenticeships) in 
emerging high-demand fields not served elsewhere by the University and 
on further summer programmes enrolments growth primarily via new 
collaborations with global universities. This will be delivered through 
effective and efficient internal and external partnership working, sustained 
investment in IT systems and marketing, and ensuring that the voice of our 
learning communities helps to guide our future approach in line with the 
emerging themes of the 60YC.
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Teaching Quality and Innovations 
 

In June 2019, both Divisions participated in a formal periodic Learning 
and Teaching Review (the last one having taken place in 2012). The 
panel conducting the review consisted of internal peers, student 
representatives and external experts from the field of continuing 
education. The panel was impressed by the general agreement 
amongst ICE students that their learning experience was outstanding 
and commended ICE on the high levels of student satisfaction. It 
concluded that the provision should be permitted to continue to be 
delivered for another six years. The Review highlighted several 
important recommendations such as the importance of further 
capturing the student voice and views of Panel Tutors which ICE will 
further consider and respond to in a timely manner. 
 
In December 2018, ICE award-bearing courses took part in the Student 
Barometer survey undertaken by higher education institutions 
internationally. It was pleasing to establish that by many measures the 
quality of ICE’s courses compares favourably to our parent University; of 
the 55 reportable undergraduate courses across the whole of the 
University of Cambridge, 12 received 100% satisfaction scores and nine 
of these were ICE-delivered courses. 
 
In terms of overall student satisfaction on ICE award-bearing courses 
90% of students were satisfied with the provision (172 responses, 35% 
response rate). It should be noted that satisfaction fell from 92% in the 
previous year. A detailed analysis of the causal factors will be undertaken. 
 
Within ACD it was pleasing to see Dr Midge Gillies (Institute Teaching 
Officer, Creative Writing) receive the Pilkington Prize for excellence in 
teaching and gain her doctorate from the University of East Anglia. Dr Sam 
Williams was promoted to Reader in Social History and Dr Gilly Carr (Senior 
Lecturer, Archaeology) was elected Fellow of the Royal Historical Society. 
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Learning and Teaching
 
 
 
 

Overview  
Since a restructure in June 2018, ICE’s taught 
delivery is delivered by two Divisions  
•  Academic Centres Division (ACD) and  

• International Summer Programmes and 
     Lifelong Learning Division (ISPLL) 

ACD is tasked with delivery of undergraduate and postgraduate 
award-bearing courses and non-award bearing short courses 
including fully online courses across three broad areas, namely 
Arts and Sciences; Creative Writing, English Literature and Film 
Studies and Professional Studies. ACD works with a wide range 
of students including those accessing higher education for the 
first time, students studying an academic discipline for personal 
development and mid-career professionals studying to develop 
their career trajectory or to change careers. 
 
ISPLL is responsible for the delivery of non-award bearing short 
programmes. ISP is the University’s official annual six-week 
summer session primarily for international students who 
typically fall into two groups of either those currently enrolled 
at an international university or older students studying for 
personal enrichment. Lifelong Learning short courses run 
throughout the year and include formats such as day schools 
and residential weekend courses and tend to be targeted 
primarily at older learners.
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During 2018-19, student representatives were for the first time asked to 
join the Teaching and Learning Committee as part of our commitment 
to increase the Learner Voice at ICE. Similarly, ISPLL have begun to 
engage more closely with the loyal Weekend Residential student cohort 
to ensure better understanding of how they feel the course portfolio 
and approach should develop in the future. This approach is with a view 
to move towards creating a far more student-led approach to portfolio 
design and composition for future Weekend delivery. More broadly, it is 
imperative that a culture of student-informed portfolio design and peer 
learning is fostered. 
 
ICE has begun progress towards moving to a policy of marking student 
assignments with Turnitin. This approach is intended to enhance 
students’ experience of the marking process as well as improve the 
marking methodology for tutors. The Technology Enhanced Learning 
team was involved in the planning and implementation of the Turnitin 
project and is now training tutors and professional services staff to 
engage with and utilise the system. 
 
During the year a new student learning resource was created in the 
Stuart Room at Madingley Hall. Core texts from all ICE award-bearing 
courses are now held on site with a permanent reference copy and a 
copy of each book available for loan. 
 
In terms of the International Summer Programme, 937 detailed feedback 
responses were received, equating to 72% across the range of 
programmes. Feedback showed that 95% of students were more than 
satisfied with their teaching, and 96% were more than satisfied with their 
experience overall. 
 
Lifelong Learning students revealed that 96% of over 900 students 
returning feedback were more than satisfied with the teaching and with 
their experience overall. Additionally, 94% of learners would 
recommend their course to others, and 98% would take part in another 
ICE course. 
 
 
Taught Course Delivery 
 

Both ACD and ISPLL are charged under the current strategy of 
significantly growing student enrolments. 
 
ACD delivered strongly towards our strategy to grow postgraduate 
course enrolments. Overall enrolments grew by 47% to 334 enrolments 
in line with stated targets. This included enrolments on a suite of 
medical courses and new postgraduate certificates in Practical Science 
Communication and Teaching Creative Writing. 
 
Award-bearing undergraduate certificates grew in line with stated 
targets by 12% to 426 enrolments with the reformatted Advanced 
Diploma and fields such as Coaching continuing to prove popular. 
 
Fifty-four online non-award bearing courses were run enrolling 798 
students, a 34% year-on-year increase in enrolments. However, this fell 
12% below target as average cohort size remained static at 15 students. 
Our future strategy regarding online courses will aim to deliver larger 
cohorts whilst retaining quality. 
 
ACD oversaw 1,430 enrolments on non-award bearing short courses 
against a target of 2,216, a shortfall of almost 700 enrolments. This 
shortfall was due to slower than expected launch of new short courses, 
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David – MSt History student 
 
I come from Kansas but chose to study at ICE because 
Cambridge is the best academic institution in the whole 
world. It’s great being with the other students too. They 
bring such a diversity of backgrounds and experiences – 
it’s wonderful how all those unique stories enrich the 
classroom. I am an Executive Director of a not-for-profit 
organisation and a youth and collegiate Pastor at a 
church in Dallas, Texas. In my work, I see a lot of injustice 
and inequality. Thanks to my History course, I can put 
that inequality into some form of context. 
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particularly in the professional studies arena. The restructuring of the 
Professional Studies team has been extensive over the past 18-months. 
 
ACD led the creation and course approval of two new Masters of Studies 
(MSt) courses in Medical Education and Crime and Thriller Writing which 
will enrol their first student cohorts in 2019-20. Five undergraduate 
award-bearing courses in a range of subjects were also approved. 
 
The 96th University of Cambridge International Summer Programme 
led by ISPLL, enrolled 1297 students, a very pleasing 11% year-on-year 
increase which is in line with the stated strategic target. This was 
supported by factors including increased marketing, attendance and 
presentations at the 2018 EAIE meeting in Geneva and the continued 
favourable weakness of the Pound. 
 
Students on the ISP were drawn from a record 73 countries and six 
continents. There were 301 returning students and 334 were associated 
to 28 international partner universities and colleges. 
 
The 2019 ISP involved 13 Programmes ranging from Ancient and 
Classical Worlds to Business and Entrepreneurship. The most popular 
Programmes by student enrolments across the six weeks included the 
Interdisciplinary Programme, English Literature and Science. The most 
popular two-week term was History. 
 
Across the six-weeks of the ISP 205 courses and 272 plenary lectures were 
delivered which equates, on average, to more than 57 academic sessions 
per weekday. The global learning community’s student experience was 
further enriched by eight weekend excursions, two ceilidhs, three garden 
parties (hosted in St John’s and Queens’ Colleges) and three high-quality 
music concerts held at West Road and Trinity College Chapel. 
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Janet – Short course student  
 
There’s always something new to learn in life. That’s why 
I’ve studied more than 50 short and weekend courses at 
ICE, covering theology, history, literature and beyond. 
Studying here enriches my life and builds new friendships 
– and there are still too many courses to choose from! 

M
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The inaugural run of the Pre-University International Summer Programme 
attracted 44 students aged between 17-18. This programme was very 
well received and will be a target for future growth. The Oxbridge 
Academy programme was again successfully delivered at Madingley Hall. 
 
Initial planning for several potential new courses in summer 2020 
commenced in the final quarter of the year. A nascent concept to create 
a new summer course partnership with Ludwig Maximilian University 
(LMU) of Munich in the field ‘European Studies’ is being discussed. 
 
In ISPLL, Lifelong Learning delivered a total of 98 courses across day 
school and residential weekend formats which resulted in 1,308 
enrolments. This was 11% below the target of 1,465. This was a 
transitional year as the Lifelong Learning team was reformed and moved 
into ISPLL.  
 
Popular subject areas included ‘Learn to Read Egyptian Hieroglyphs’ and 
‘Treasures of the Anglo-Saxon Kingdoms’ through to ‘Glasgow boys and 
Scottish Colourists’ and ‘The Mystery of Human Behaviour’. Over 40% of 
attendees are drawn from Cambridgeshire and the adjoining counties, 
with 21% with ‘CB’ postcodes. 
 
Planning around a new Lifelong Learning programme on Tuesdays 
progressed well throughout 2018-19 and will commence pilot delivery 
early in the next academic year. 
 
Across the International Summer Programme and Lifelong Learning 
courses 345 academics, predominantly Panel Tutors, contributed to the 
course design and delivery. We are indebted to the commitment and 
expertise of these teachers drawn from the University of Cambridge, 
other universities and colleges and business and industry. 
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2018-2019 Enrolments by Academic Centre

Arts & Sciences 

ICE MSt Programmes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        27 

Undergraduate Certificates, Diplomas & Advanced Diplomas                                                                                                                                                              181 

Non-Award Bearing 2-7 Day, Day Schools and Other                                                                                                                                                                                48 

Non-Award Bearing Online Programmes                                                                                                                                                                                                  145 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          401 

Creative Writing, English Literature & Film: 

ICE MSt Programmes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        36 

Postgraduate Certificates and Postgraduate Diplomas                                                                                                                                                                             14 

Undergraduate Certificates, Diplomas & Advanced Diplomas                                                                                                                                                                82 

Non-Award Bearing 2-7 Day, Day Schools and Other                                                                                                                                                                             223 

Non-Award Bearing Online Programmes                                                                                                                                                                                                  370 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          725 

Professional Studies 

ICE MSt Programmes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        99 

Postgraduate Certificates and Postgraduate Diplomas                                                                                                                                                                           158 

Undergraduate Certificates, Diplomas & Advanced Diplomas                                                                                                                                                              163 

Non-Award Bearing 2-7 Day, Day Schools and Other                                                                                                                                                                             164 

Non-Award Bearing CPPD & Bespoke Programmes                                                                                                                                                                                195 

Non-Award Bearing Online Programmes                                                                                                                                                                                                  285 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       1,064                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             2,190 

Academic Centres Division

International Summer Programmes – Non-Award Bearing                                                                                                                                                                1,297 

Lifelong Learning – Non-Award Bearing 2-7 Day and Day Schools                                                                                                                                                   1,308 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       2,605 

International Summer Programmes & Lifelong Learning

ICE Total Enrolments                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                4,795 

Non-ICE Programme Admissions (MSts & Apprenticeships)                                                                                                                                                                  572 

Total Enrolments                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        5,367

Programme Enrolments



Marketing, Business Development, 
Apprenticeships and Student Admissions 
Marketing 
 

In order to support the move towards a financially sustainable position, 
a priority has been to begin the implementation of a new larger, more 
centrally coordinated and professional approach to marketing with the 
aim of generating enrolment growth by ensuring prospective learners 
receive targeted, timely and engaging course information. 
 
During the 2018-19 academic year there was turnover and growth in the 
Marketing Team such that it grew from 2.0FTE to 3.8FTE with four new 
colleagues, including Head of Marketing Christine Kinally, joining from 
January 2019 onwards.  These changes resulted in a range of in-year 
innovations as well as planning for the strategic period beyond. For 
example, there was a focus on marketing courses of strategic 
importance such as the successful launch of the enrolments cycle for the 
MSt Healthcare Data: Informatics, Innovation and Commercialisation. 
 
The first implementation phase of a new customer relationship 
management system (CRM), based on the TargetX-Salesforce platform, 
launched in January. The volume, quality and segmentation of e-
communications has improved and tracking and reporting including 
student conversions are part of regular reports.  
The Marketing Team led the main Open Day in March and a subsequent 
conversion event to help boost enrolments in July. Both events 
combined attracted around 300 perspective students, around 60%  
completely new to ICE.  The Team organised virtual open days,  

 
webinars and live web Q&As.  A key area of improvement has been to 
enhance the student experience through focused communications, 
quality of information and the overall experience on the day. 
 
The ICE website and campaign-specific web pages have been set to 
improve student engagement with courses and increase enquiries and 
enrolments. As a result of an in-depth audit in Michaelmas 2019, a 
number of website improvements were subsequently made including 
enhanced course search functionality across the site to make it easier 
for visitors to find relevant course information and content. 
 
In the last year, content, advertising and communications were 
fundamental to increasing new student engagement with a 
coordinated campaign approach taken across traditional advertising 
and digital marketing channels as well as pilot campaigns undertaken 
for new channels to market, such as paid search and podcast 
advertising. Where feasible channels were tracked for return on 
investment to help inform marketing outreach for the next recruitment 
cycle. Content was structured around termly calendars and visually 
articulated through ‘Inside ICE’, a publication sent out to all ICE 
stakeholders, with content re-purposed for e-communications, social 
media and student stories. Inside ICE was created with the dual 
purpose of highlighting a sense of community and belonging for 
current students and reaching out to prospective students and 
interested stakeholders.
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Martin – MSt History student 
 
I struggled with dyslexia during my schooldays in 
London. Having not performed well, I left aged 16 and 
trained as a chef. Nearly two decades on from my school 
difficulties, I decided I wanted to study for a degree, and 
now I’m hooked on learning. The History faculty at ICE is 
one of the best in the country. 

M
ICH

AEL BAILIE

Business Development 
 

The new Business Development Team began to form in November 2018 
when the inaugural Head of Business Development Louisa Trivett joined 
the new function.  The small Team’s purpose is to form new partnerships 
with other organisations including business, industry, the third sector and 
other higher education institutes with the intention of growing the reach 
and sustainability of ICE’s educational offer and Madingley Hall’s facilities. 
 
The Team worked to reshape the Institute’s bursary offer with the aim of 
reaching disadvantaged and underrepresented learner groups.  ICE’s 
ambition is that at least 5% of enrolled students will be supported by 
bursaries. To this end, new bursary partnerships were agreed with the 
Longford Trust, the Workers’ Educational Association (Eastern Region), 
First Story and the Cambridge United Community Trust. ICE has 
provided the bursary funding from its James Stuart Endowment Fund 
and the partners are actively promoting ICE to their stakeholders.  
Bursary funded students from these partnerships will begin to enrol in 
the 2019-20 academic year. 
 

 
ICE also created a new partnership with the University to create up to 
six ‘ourcambridge’ bursaries for University employees who do not have 
prior higher education level qualifications. This initiative was announced 
by the Vice Chancellor Professor Stephen Toope in April. Furthermore, 
the tuition fee concessions for all current University employees and all 
University alumni has been increased to 20% on all award-bearing and 
non-awarding bearing courses with the exception of Masters of Studies 
(MSt) programmes. 
 
On other topics, in February, the team procured EMSI, a market research 
platform which contains work-relevant and economic data to help 
inform the design of new professional studies courses, including 
postgraduate apprenticeships, such that they respond to local and 
national skills shortages.  This platform will inform future portfolio 
design so that vocational courses support the requirements of the 
knowledge economy.

Inside ICE, a publication sent out to all ICE stakeholders

9Institute of Continuing Education Annual Report 2018-2019
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Mabel – Undergraduate Certificate  
in Coaching 
 
I returned to study partly to be a positive role model for 
my three, young daughters. I want them to know that 
they can be whoever and do whatever they want; that 
they matter. It’s a privilege to learn here alongside like-
minded adults as we all juggle our complicated lives. 

M
ICH

AEL BAILIE

Apprenticeships 
 

ICE joined the Register of Apprenticeship Training Providers on behalf of 
the wider University in January 2018 and has recruited a small 
Apprenticeships Team to enable postgraduate professional 
programmes to engage with Levy-funded adult students. It is hoped 
that participating in Levy-funded course delivery will allow a more 
diverse range of students to engage with professional development. 
 
In April 2019, the University welcomed 60 mid-career police officers to 
Cambridge for the first residential session of the inaugural MSt 
Apprenticeship in Applied Criminology and Police Management (Senior 
Leaders Standard). ICE led the administration, quality assurance 
(including procuring End Point Assessment services from the Chartered 
Management Institute) and industry and government body 
engagement. The academic programme is led and delivered by the 
Institute of Criminology. 
 
Throughout the year the Apprenticeship Team has also worked 
collaboratively with the Department of Architecture to develop the 
course model and deliver employer engagement events with several 
Architecture Practices in order to inform the course design of a new 
postgraduate apprenticeship encompassing the Part II and Part III of the 
Royal Institute of British Architects and Architects Registration Board 
professional qualification. This course has now been approved by the 
University and will enrol its first students in Michaelmas 2020. 
 
In June 2019, the Institute for Apprenticeships and Technical Education 
(IfATE) notified ICE, in addition to many other providers, that we were 
required to re-register to the suppliers list. This significant exercise was 
completed and submitted in August, with the outcome expected 
before the end of the calendar year. 
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Reginald – Postgraduate Certificate in 
Public Policy 
 
In a world that’s constantly changing, I remain a strong 
advocate of lifelong learning. ICE courses are highly 
relevant to the shifting landscape around us and their 
part-time structure makes them well-suited to busy, 
working professionals like me. 

M
ICH

AEL BAILIE

2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019

Masters applications per academic year

487 526 530 841 889

2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019

Undergraduate applications per academic year

799 824 981 1037 1073

2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019

Online Course bookings per academic year

255 502 573 589 800

Student Admissions 
 

The Admissions Team experienced significant change over the last  
12 months. Three new colleagues joined in March and a series of 
temporary staff have supported over the course of the year. 
 
The Team responded to significant increases in applications to 
Departmental MSts and ICE MSts and postgraduate certificates, 
postgraduate diplomas and credit-bearing continuing professional 
development modules as well as the implementation of new MSt 
Apprenticeships. For instance, applications to MSts have almost 
doubled in three years to approaching 900 applications. 
 
The modest funding settlement of approximately £125,000 received in 
2018-19 for processing Departmental MSts does not cover ICE’s costs. 
MSt applications increasingly include a range of complications 
including Non-Standard entry qualifications, verification of English 
Language levels and verification of visa status. 
 
Undergraduate award-bearing and non-award bearing applications also 
continued to grow and demanded rapid turnarounds as continuing 
education students tend to apply late in the cycle. 
 
The Admissions Team also worked closely with departments across the 
University to improve coordination of application deadlines and key 
milestones in the admissions cycle. Internally, there has been a focus on 
how the effectiveness of working between Admissions, Marketing and 
Academic Centres can be further improved. Looking ahead, improving 
systems and processes to enhance and accelerate the student 
experience through the application life cycle will be prioritised ensuring, 
particularly, that adults returning to education are well supported.

2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019

Short Course bookings per academic year

1794 1901 1650 1683 1582



2% undisclosed
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Student  
Gender

Over 4,100  
students

Institute of 
Continuing  
Education

38%
62%

Total number of courses 
delivered in 2018 – 2019

430 146 
years 
ICE  
age

A year in 
numbers
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78% of summer programme 
students come from outside 

of the UK 
 

73 countries of  
origin represented

88% of lifelong learning 
students come from  

within the UK 
 

33 countries of  
origin represented

4,795  
total student  

global enrolments 

10%  
year-on-year growth 

2018-19 
Highlights 

Student-centred focus on 
educational quality, evidenced by 

Periodic Teaching and Learning 
Review and Student Barometer 

47% growth in postgraduate  
course enrolments, with an  

increasing emphasis on  
professional studies courses 

Launch of postgraduate 
Apprenticeship delivery, with  
ICE playing a University-wide 

leadership role 

34% growth in fully  
online course enrolments 

11% growth of International  
Summer Programmes enrolments, 

including the inaugural  
Pre-University Summer Programme 

for 17-18-year-old students 

Investment plan in marketing and IT 
systems implemented, including 
rollout of ICE’s first CRM platform 

15% growth in tuition  
fee income to £5.34m 

Restructuring of workforce  
progressed in line with strategic plan 

10% growth in annual  
turnover to £9.55m

95 years  
oldest student

16 years 
 youngest student

>13,000  
overnight stays at 

Madingley Hall

16,800 
breakfasts  

served  
to visitors

25 garden tours  
with over  

800 visitors 

30%

Non-award bearing

Age Demographics of ICE Students by Course Type

Undergraduate

Postgraduate

0-18 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75+

23%
15%

8%
0%

30%

0-18 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75+

23%
15%

8%
0%

50%

0-18 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75+

38%
25%
13%

0%

International Summer Programmes*

30%

0-18 18-21 22-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-75 76+

23%
15%

8%
0%

*Please note different reported age ranges for International Summer Progammes



The ICE HR Team provided support in the recruitment to various roles in 
the organisation across all Divisions and implemented a new induction 
half-day approach for all new starters in order to provide new 
employees with a broad understanding of ICE’s strategic purpose and 
operations.  From July onwards HR also supported a second Voluntary 
Severance Framework. 
 
Throughout the year the HR team has been actively engaged in 
supporting European Union nationals for the anticipated changes likely 
to be caused by Brexit.  Additionally, we have considered the 
implications of the March 2019 staff survey in detail. Key concerns 
regarding, for example, improving internal communications are now 
under consideration. Furthermore, the HR team will be supporting the 
staff survey response group in 2019-20. 
 
A targeted training plan aimed at supporting the delivery of the 
ongoing strategy, retaining key staff and ultimately supporting the 
student experience is under development. 
 

During 2018-19, key training initiatives included the two-day Mental 
Health First Aid (MHFA) course, delivered by the mental health charity 
MIND, to key members of staff such as the Institute’s teaching staff, 
Heads of Academic Centre Administration, the Senior Management 
Team, Duty Managers in the Hall and the ICE HR Team. The Higher 
Education MHFA One Day Training course will now be offered to other 
Professional Services staff in 2019-20 in order to support our aim for all 
student-facing staff to have completed MHFA training and, more 
generally, for a broad base of staff to promote mental wellbeing in  
the workplace. 
 
The ICE HR Team has also been developing the Institute’s wellbeing 
strategy. Various initiatives included providing a range of Festival of 
Wellbeing events, wellbeing-focused talks from external speakers, 
flexible start and finish times for staff, yoga in the Hall gardens and most 
recently a couch to 5k running club – Madingley Marvels.
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As a consequence of the agreed strategy, 
a significant number of new posts were 
created throughout the first half of the 
year as part of the ongoing workforce 
reorganisation. As well as attracting new 
individuals to ICE it created several internal 
promotion opportunities.

Human Resources
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Systems and Infrastructure
Key achievements over the past year include: 
 

•   Implementation of a TargetX-Salesforce CRM and the support and 
    enhancement of this system post implementation 

•   Decommissioning of the legacy course management system and 
    the incorporation of its functionality into ICE’s core system, Olympus 

•   Transfer of all ICE supported systems from UIS servers onto Amazon 
    Web Services to bring management of these within the Institute’s 
    control 

•   Development of a suite of online operational reports to replace 
    manually produced Excel reports 

•   Development of functionality to support online application 
    processing for the Pre-University Programme managed by the 
    International team 

•   Procurement and implementation of a library management system 
    to allow the Institute to offer library services to its students. 

 

Major in-flight projects currently include: 
•   Replacement of the electronic sales system for International  
    Summer Programmes, and the integration of the ISMS into ICE’s core 
    system, Olympus 

•   Improvements to the Intranet (referred to as Igloo) with the aim of 
    making it a key communication and business support tool 

•   Procurement and implementation of an online annual leave and 
    absence management tool (E-days) to replace the paper-based system  

 
Some 20 future projects addressing systems improvements across all 
areas of the business have been identified. Key projects include the 
wider roll-out of the CRM, a better solution for tutor management, the 
replacement of the Avon room booking system used by the Hall, better 
support for course accommodation management, introduction of an 
Academic Workload Management system and better management 
reporting. A road map has been produced which schedules this work 
between now and the end of the academic year 2021.

The IT and Systems function focused on providing 
system solutions which facilitated the Institute’s 
ability to meet its strategic goals by providing 
flexible and efficient system solutions. The team 
continued to deliver functional improvements to 
existing systems, as well as new initiatives and 
systems solutions that aid all areas of the business.
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Hall 
 

The Hall continues to be the focal point for ICE’s growing continuing 
education course provision.  It plays a vital role as a teaching, residential 
and administrative base for the communities of learning built by ICE. 
 
Trading conditions for the Hall were challenging. As ICE course 
enrolments grew this placed greater demand on teaching space and, 
whilst commercial bookings continued to play a central role in the Hall’s 
day-to-day business, income from external bookings fell from £711,000 
in 2017-18 to £701,000 in the current year. Headwinds such as the 
ongoing A14 road improvements and increasing competition in central 
Cambridge point to the need to redouble our efforts around business 
development. Throughout the year the Hall also put in place several 
measures to mitigate the impact of a ‘no deal’ Brexit. 
 
Internet booking agents including Trip Advisor, Late Rooms and 
Booking.com have presented the Hall with awards over the past year for 
excellence in product provision and customer service. The Hall also 
continued to drive its reputation as a venue with a keen eye on 
sustainability as it was again awarded the NUS Green Impact Platinum  

 
 

Standard, achieving the highest score across the University for the 
second year running. To further reduce the number of car journeys and 
to support our drive towards sustainability a shuttle bus service from 
the Institute to central Cambridge was introduced. 
 
Several capital projects have been undertaken throughout the year. The 
installation of temporary office structures, named the Butler Room and 
Clough Room (after Josephine Butler and Anne Clough the prominent 
early advocates of access to continuing and higher education for 
women), was completed in August in order to accommodate the 
growing workforce. Office moves for over 90 staff were also completed 
throughout the year to allow closer working relationships between 
team members. 
 
Following feedback in staff surveys, the Institute commissioned the 
development of a new staff room (named the Stanton Room, after 
Reverend Vincent Stanton the first Joint Secretary of the Cambridge 
Local Lecture Syndicate) on site to meet the needs of the growing 
workforce. This was completed in October 2019.
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Madingley Hall and Gardens
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Gardens 
 

Plant highlights included a stunning autumn colour display by sweet 
gum, Liquidambar styraciflua ‘Lane Roberts’ and the finest ever spring 
flowering by Magnolia loebneri  ‘Merrill’. Research identified the lower 
lawns as the only known recorded site of Madingley goldilocks, 
Ranunculus rotundifolius. 
 
Renovation work included improvements at the entrance to the Yew 
Topiary Garden and a new stone surround to the Croquet Lawn Pond. 
The south end of the Dart border and the front border in the Lodge 
garden were lifted and replanted with immediate improved displays.  
 
It was the most successful year on record in terms of Outreach. There 
were 25 guided tours with over 800 visitors to the Gardens, a 15% 
increase on the previous highest number. 

 
Visiting groups included Birkbeck Garden History Group, Cambridge 
Flower Club and the Cottage Garden Society. The established 
partnership with the National Garden Scheme (NGS) was strengthened 
by a high-profile Celebrity Gardeners Question Time in May with 200 
visitors enjoying a buffet lunch, garden tours and question time. The 
annual NGS open garden in June had 250 visitors in attendance. The 
garden guide was revised and reprinted and improved versions of the 
guides ‘In search of autumn fruits’ and  ‘A Celebratory Walk, Madingley 
Hall and Estate’ were published. The garden participated in the 
University Festival of Well Being and Open Cambridge. The second 
trainee on the Work and Retrain as a Gardener Scheme through WFGA 
successfully completed their year and their successor joined the 
Institute in August.
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Financial Summary
The Institute grew its gross income to £9.5m in 2018-19 with a rise 
of 15% in its fee income to £5.3m. This growth has been achieved 
through our investment strategy, utilising our strategic reserve to 
invest in new course creation, IT systems, changing and growing our 
organisational structure and investment in the key areas of 
marketing and business development. These investments are being 
made to drive student enrolments and increase associated tuition 
fee income with the aim of becoming a surplus generating part of 
the University within the strategic period. 
 

Overall direct expenditure on core activities grew by 5% while 
indirect expenditure on ICE staffing grew by 12%. This growth is also 
supported by our strategic investment of £761k in year contributing 
to our overall deficit of £1.2m, which is in line with our targets for 
this stage of our strategy. 
 
The focus for 2019-20 will be to continue to invest to drive growth 
above 5,000 enrolments and towards financial sustainability.
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Category                                                                               2017-2018                2018-2019                            -/+ 
 
Income 

Fee Income                                                                                                                                    4,636                                        5,342                                       15% 

Hall Income & Accommodation Income                                                                                 3,330                                        3,540                                          3% 

Chest, Central Funding, CUEF, Deposit & Other Income                                                          585                                           663                                       13% 

Income Total                                                                                                                                        8,551                                         9,545                                         10% 
 

Direct Expenditure 

Tutor fees (External panel tutors)                                                                                               (910)                                     (1,023)                                       12% 

Room hire, Residential and catering                                                                                      (1,774)                                     (1,688)                                       (9%) 

Other direct costs                                                                                                                      (1,920)                                     (2,187)                                       14% 

Total Direct Expenditure                                                                                                           (4,603)                                      (4,898)                                            5% 
 

Indirect Expenditure 

Pay & Benefits (ICE Staffing)                                                                                                     (4,411)                                     (4,928)                                       12% 

Total Indirect Expenditure                                                                                                        (4,411)                                      (4,928)                                         12% 
 

Operating Surplus/(Deficit)                                                                                                  (464)                                          (280)                                      (31%) 
 

Non-Operational Income / (Expenditure) 

Strategic Investment                                                                                                                   (620)                                        (761)                                       23% 

Capital and replacement spend                                                                                                (327)                                        (163)                                     (52%) 

Other non-operational                                                                                                                (177)                                           (28)                                     (84%) 

Total Non-Operational                                                                                                                (1,124)                                          (952)                                      (16%) 
 

Year-end Surplus/(Deficit)                                                                                                        (1,587)                                      (1,232)                                      (20%) 
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Historic Income by Type

6,000

4,500

3,000

1,500

0
Fee Income Chest & Central Funding External Hall Income Internal Hall Income Other Income

2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017

Fee  
Income 56%

External Hall 
Income 18%

2017-2018 2018-2019

Income  
by Type

Internal Hall 
Income 19%

Chest & Central 
Funding 3%

Other  
Income 4%
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Director of Continuing 
Education – Dr James Gazzard
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Director of Academic Centres 
Division – Dr Corinne Boz
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Director of International 
Summer Programmes and 
Lifelong Learning Division – 
Sarah Ormrod
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Director of Business 
Development and Student 
Recruitment Division –  
Timothy Landucci  
(resigned August 2019)
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Head of Human Resources, 
Governance and Administration – 
Linda Andrews
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Head of Finance –  
Richard Stuckey
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Head of Hall Operations 
and Estate Developments – 
Ian Hardwick
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Senior Leadership Team



In loving memory of our 
friend and colleague Karen 
Peachey who sadly died in 
October 2019. Karen worked 
in a range of operational 
support roles over a period 
of 23-years. Karen will be 
greatly missed.
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